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The Question
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Teacher Professional Development

 Immigrant Stories and Identity
 Immigration Myths and Realities
 Immigration History



Immigrant Stories

Share personal stories
◦ Level of personal disclosure/vulnerability

Identify common themes
Build (community) on those themes



Let us look at your stories on Padlet

Read 2 or 3 of stories (other than yours) and  see if you 
identify some themes or see an experience similar to 
yours.

Go to the chat and write the common themes or 
experiences.
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Let us look at your stories on Padlet
Some themes:

Food shortages
Limited education
Moving around
Food banks, public housing
Going to school without English
Sacrifice
Opportunities
Hard work

Career changes
Abandoning traditions from the past
Making up new traditions
Wish that you would have listened 

more to the stories
Ancestors coming from many 

countries
Finding a better life
Farmers
Difficult process
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Building Community

Are there any themes in other stories that are 
common to your story?

Do you hear any experience similar to your family’s 
experience?
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The Identity Mosaic

Teaching for Diversity and 
Social Justice, Second Edition, 
Routledge, 2007
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Immigrant Identity

The circle of identity

Is your immigration
story part of your 
Identity? 

Target or Advantaged?



Student Identity

Consider your students in light of the identity mosaic:
What components of their social identity make them targets 
of anti-immigrant sentiments?
In what ways are your students targeted/discriminated?
In what ways –if any- are they Advantaged?
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Presentation Notes
Are your students immigrants from Mexico or Central America?  How does the political and social climate affects their ability to identify proudly with that identity? Are they Muslim?�Are they refugees from a Central or Northern African country?�Are they migrants/seasonal workers?�



Student Identity

Student stories
Culturally determined perceptions and expectations
Social identity targets of discrimination
Identity on hold
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The Master Narrative

Who owns it?
How do we serve it?
How do we change it?

and most importantly…

How do our students fit in the Master Narrative?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the master narrative.  The concept proposed by Jean Francois Lyotard, a postmodern philosopher refers to the narrative web groups of people construct to justify their existence their actions and their knowledge.  Toni Morrison explained it referring to the main character in her novel The Bluest Eyes, when she explain that PecOHla Breedlove had bought the master narrative of beauty.  



Writing Myself into America

How do our students write themselves 
into America?
How do we encourage them to tell 
their stories? 
How do these stories fit in our 
curriculum?
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Writing Our Students into America
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 Tell your story (immigration, your life in your 
country, a story about your childhood, etc.)

 Listen to the Stories
 Identify Common Themes
 Build Community/Develop Empathy



Writing your stories
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One of your stories…
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When land connects
My parents are immigrants from Mexico. They left Mexico in their 
late twenties. My father got work opportunities in California. They 
had a supportive community that included family and religious 
institutions.

The USA offered resources for low-income families and we grew up 
moving around until there was the possibility of living in public 
housing.



Reading

Pre-reading
◦ Individual 

Reading
◦Reading Circles 

Post-reading
◦Open discussion



Resources
Adams, M., Bell, L. & Griffin, P. (2007). Teaching for Diversity and Social Justice, 

Second Edition. New York: Routledge.
Chomsky, A. (2014). Undocumented: How immigration became illegal.  Boston: 

Beacon Press
Nash, A. (Ed) (2006). Through the lens of social justice: Using the Change Agent in 

Adult Education. Boston: New England Literacy Resource Center. 
Purcell-Gates, V. (1995). Other People’s Words: The cycle of low literacy. 

Cambridge: Harvard University Press.
Vargas, J. A. (2018).  Dear America: Notes of an undocumented citizen. NY: Day St. 

Books
Define American www.DefineAmerican.com
The Change Agent: www.nelrc.org/changeagent
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http://www.defineamerican.com/
http://www.nelrc.org/changeagent


THANK YOU

Reimagine the Conversation

www.salas-isnardi.com

federico@salas-isnardi.com
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